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1. Ф.И.О. участника

МБОУ СОШ с.Киселевка Ульчского
района Хабаровского края

2. Образовательное учреждение

Дата рождения-15. 02. 1996год
Ученица 10 класса

3. Информация

Hello! My name is Sasha Reutova. I`m 16 and the pupil of the 10th form. I live in
the Far East in Khabarovsky Krai Ulchsky Raion in a small village Kiselevka. Our
Ulchsky Raion is called “The country of lakes and rivers or Ulchia” by its people
who live on the both banks of the Amur River River- going
Meteors are the most common means of transport in the raion.
In 1896- 1897 Kazak Evgraph Evgraphvich Kiselev with
his family was overwhelmed by the mountains with birches,
oaks, Amur grapes, Schisandra chinensis was settled here. In
1890 Governor- General Grodecov named our village Kiselevka in honor of the most
respectable man of the settlement the manager of the lime`s plant- Ivan Evgraphovich
Kiselev.
Kiselevka is the dearest place for me because it`s my
birthplace. If you visit us you will be delighted at taiga, the cleanest air, beautiful lake
Cheremshannoe, berry bushes: raspberry, red bear berry Amur
grapes, Schisandra chinensis, Rhododendron.
Amur River, lakes are generous to us. People catch crucian,
pike. Kaluga up to 500 kilograms in weight, the Amur sturgeon, salmon species crown
the long list of fish found here. You can eat native dish tala, red
and black caviar.
Our village is multinational. People preserve national traditions
with great care. The ancient spirit of Ulchi lives in the applied arts. There is no a
single thing that lacked the elaborate design.
To understand our soul you should attend our Winter Festival.
It is the most colorful evens which take part in Kiselevka every
year. At the end of the winter all people hurry up to our House of
Culture to see dancers, to hear the group of singers”Kazachka”, to play games.
I`m proud of my birthplace.
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